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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2020 is provided to the community of Grenfell Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self-assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

School contact details

Grenfell Public School
Melyra St
Grenfell, 2810
www.grenfell-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
grenfell-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
6343 2122
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Message from the principal

2020 was an opportunity for learning. COVID- 19 had a tremendous impact on schools and limited our ability to
participate in many activities and events. Most widely felt was the inability for face-to-face community participation.
Despite the challenges, we managed to stay connected through virtual learning, use of the SEESAW app, meetings,
phone calls and emails. Our staff met the challenges with a positive attitude and supported each other in the learning
they had to undertake to deliver learning from home lessons and packages. The use of Microsoft teams and SEESAW
has resulted in greater communication with parents/carers and were well received by the community.

The comprehensive consultation with the Grenfell community (students, staff, parents and carers) has resulted in a
complete and inclusive school plan for the next four years which will be implemented at the beginning of 2021.

The continued support of the P&C is greatly appreciated and a huge thank you to the outgoing executive of Rachel
Power, Tennille Grimm and Erica Moore and to their sub-committees for the tremendous effort they have contributed
over the last few years.

I am proud of what we achieved in 2020 and I am very excited for what 2021 and beyond holds for our school. I thank the
community for its support thus far and look forward to continuing a fruitful and productive relationship. As always, all we
do is for the benefit of our children. Our 2020 Annual School Report contains a breakdown of student achievement,
finances and stakeholder satisfaction. Please make the time to peruse the report, and as always, make contact with the
school if you have any questions or if I can be of assistance.

Yours in learning,

Michele Morley

Principal

Message from the school community

Grenfell Public School P&C Association - President's Annual Report

December 2020

I am pleased to present my President's report covering our achievements during 2020, during what was a very disrupted
year due to Covid-19. A freezer in the canteen failed during the 2019-2020 Christmas break - a portent of things to come
perhaps!

We held our first P&C meeting of the year in February, followed by our AGM in March before the pandemic really took
hold. Unfortunately, we were then prevented from having meetings until the NSW P&C Federation amended the
constitution of all P&Cs to enable meetings to be held via Zoom, rather than face-to-face. We then held two Zoom
meetings on 8 September and 10 November. It was delightful to have 9 of us meet up in person for our annual Christmas
get together at Unwind on 8 December 2020.

Unfortunately, we were unable to hold our major fundraiser this year, which would have been the biennial school fete. As
restrictions on school attendances came into force, we were also unable to conduct our Easter raffles, mother's day raffle
and mother's day stall. The cancellation of the Henry Lawson Festival meant no donut stall at the parade this year. We
were also forced to close the school canteen for a considerable period, in line with department of education guidelines.

Despite the challenges that the pandemic brought, we did our best to do as much of our usual fundraising as possible
once restrictions eased somewhat. Our achievements over the last year included:

 • A modified Father's Day stall in September. A big thanks to Heather Windred for organising a lot of merchandise
for the stalls and to our committee members for boxing it all up for distribution to individual classrooms. A huge
thanks also to the teachers for then selling the stall items to their students in class on our behalf.

 • The donation of a scooter and helmet to a student who consistently does the right thing.
 • A successful Christmas raffle run at the end of Term 4 thanks to the generous donations from various Grenfell

businesses.

We gratefully acknowledge the support received by the Principal, Michelle Morley, throughout the year and her
attendance at our meetings to fill us in on what is happening for the students at staff at school.

I would like to thank our Secretary Tennille Grimm and Treasurer Erica Moore for their efforts and valuable contribution
over the year.
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I would also like to make special mention of Mia Westman who has once again been a dedicated canteen manager. Mia
has again put in a number of volunteer hours over her paid hours to help the canteen keep running smoothly.

Hopefully 2021 will be a better year for all and that the P&C can resume our usual fundraising activities to raise funds for
the benefit of the students at Grenfell Public School.

Thank you

Rachael Power

P&C President

Grenfell Public School

Captains 2020
Ella, Daisy, Jethro and Dylan

L to R
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School vision

Grenfell Public School fosters a positive learning culture where students and staff are confident, creative and lifelong
learners who strive for excellence.

School context

Grenfell, birthplace  of the famous poet Henry Lawson, is a picturesque town, steeped in history.  Located in the Weddin
Shire, the area has a population of approximately 3700  people.

It is also a community  whose friendliness and family focus makes it an attractive place to live and  work and offers a high
quality of life.

Grenfell Public School  enjoys a high profile within the community participating in local sporting and cultural events. Our
reputation is founded on delivering quality education and developing the individual talents, interests and abilities of  our
students.

The school is set amid ten acres of well maintained, parklike, grounds and gardens. Our students and  staff enjoy well-
resourced classrooms, thanks to additional funding from our committed and active Parents and Citizens Association
(P&C). The current school population is 167.
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Self-assessment and school achievement

This section of the annual report outlines the findings from self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The Framework is a
statement of what is valued as excellence for NSW public schools, both now and into the future. The Framework
supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality
practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Each year, we assess our practice against the Framework to inform our school plan and annual report.

Our self-assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework: https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-
learning/school-excellence-and-accountability

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

Elements 2020 School Assessment

LEARNING: Learning Culture Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Wellbeing Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Curriculum Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Assessment Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Reporting Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Student performance measures Delivering

TEACHING: Effective classroom practice Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Data skills and use Delivering

TEACHING: Professional standards Delivering

TEACHING: Learning and development Delivering

LEADING: Educational leadership Delivering

LEADING: School planning, implementation and
reporting

Delivering

LEADING: School resources Delivering

LEADING: Management practices and processes Delivering

When reflecting on our on balance judgements (taking everything into consideration viewing both sides) against the
school excellence framework we have identified key areas that will aim at improving student learning outcomes, improve
teacher capability and high expectations for student well being and engagement.

CURRICULUM AND EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM PRACTICE

There will be a focus on curriculum and effective classroom elements such as collaborative practice, explicit teaching
and feedback that ensures high expectations and continuous improvement. There needs to be a consistent approach in
curriculum provisions, planning in teaching and learning programs and differentiation to support the needs of all students.

ASSESSMENT AND DATA SKILLS AND USE

A whole school approach to using data to inform practice has been developed in reading and writing every 5 weeks in
Stage 1 . In stages 2 and 3 a range of different individual approaches exists. There is standardised testing using PAT
annually from Year 1-6. A consistent whole school assessment schedule will need to be implemented so that teachers
fully understand, develop and apply a full range of assessment strategies in determining teacher directions, monitoring
and assessing, student progress and achievements and reflect on teacher effectiveness.
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EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT

A model of instructional leadership and collaborative practice needs to exist through structured mentoring and coaching
that continually develops staff capacity and effectiveness. Our current situation is that teachers are rostered off in pairs
during release times. There has been a provision of extra release time to complete progressions and collaborative
planning. An Instructional Leader was employed one day a week to work with Stage 1 on literacy in term 3 and numeracy
in term 4. Next year the Instructional leader will be employed 2 days per week across K-6 with a focus on Literacy (
Reading) and Numeracy, staff will be rostered off in teams to collaborate on programs, data analysis and future planning.

LEARNING CULTURE WELLBEING AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Fifty percent of staff have been trained in the Stronger Smarter leadership program and are implementing high
expectations relationships with in their classes. Staff meetings are conducted using Stronger Smarter pedagogy. Positive
Behaviour for Learning' was introduced over the last two years. Three trained staff members  have left the school for
promotions positions.

 A culture of high expectations focused on learning and building educational aspiration and ongoing performance will be
evident throughout the school community. There is a strategic and planned approach to develop whole school process
that support the wellbeing of all students so they can connect, succeed thrive and learn.

The "GOT it" program will be implemented in Stage 1 where parents and staff will be trained in resilience and wellbeing
pedagogy. Three additional Staff will be trained in the Stronger Smarter Leadership program to enhance the school
culture and support staff already trained. Whole school practices in Positive Behaviour for Learning will continue to be
implemented with more focus on data analysis of exhibited behaviors.

To engage our parents and community members we need to develop systems to regularly solicit parent feedback to
inform future directions. We are continuing to build parent engagement and relationships to develop individual leaning
plans to identify student learning needs.
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Strategic Direction 1

Positive Learning Culture

Purpose

To build and nurture high expectations for students and their learning across all areas of the school with a focus on
Literacy and Numeracy. Every student will develop the skills and strategies to become resilient life long learners,
prepared for future success. Collaborative partnerships between teachers, students and parents  mean students are self
motivated to deliver their best and continually improve.

Improvement Measures

An increased proportion of students demonstrating active engagement in learning.

An increased level of collaboration between students, parents and teachers.

Increase the proportion of students engaging in a broad variety of educational experiences and extra-curricular
activities within the school.

Increase the proportion of students showing growth in literacy and numeracy.

Overall summary of progress

In successful schools a culture of high expectations for students and their learning across all areas of the school with a
focus on Literacy and Numeracy exists . Every student develops the skills and strategies to become resilient life long
learners, prepared for future success. Collaborative partnerships between teachers, students and parents mean students
are self motivated to deliver their best and continually improve.

Student performance measures as demonstrated through the SCOUT dashboard and SEF SaS, indicated that students
in Year 3 achieved above the state and SSG in Reading. This has coincided with the introduction of L3 in K-2 and the
consistency of staff in these stages and evidenced in the upward trajectory in Value add data since 2015. ASTI students
have performed in the middle bands. In Numeracy Year 3 students have been consistently below the state. There has
been a steady increase in trends over the last four years which has been the result of targeted Literacy and Numeracy
training and a focus in the school plan. In Year 5 results have fluctuated in Reading and Numeracy coinciding with
changes in staffing and experience of teachers. However, within the middle bands there has been a steady increase in
student performance. Checkin Assessments indicated that comprehension was a strength in Year 3. In Reading Year 5
performed above the state average. 100% of ATSI students were in the top and middle bands for both reading and
Numeracy.

Triangulation of data and considering "Whats Works Best" evidenced based practices that help develop student
performance will be a focus in 2021. The collection of regular data to monitor student growth will be a priority. Presenting
this information on a DATA wall for Understanding texts will be a starting point. The use of data in teaching and data in
planning will ensure teachers clearly understand and develop the full range of assessment strategies, and use them to
determine teaching directions, assess progress and reflect on teaching practice. Targeted Intervention will be in place
with the employment of an additional teacher 0 .798 (COVID catchup). To begin with Year 1 and year 3 will receive
intensive teaching and learning, progress monitoring and implementation of strategies. Thorough analysis of assessment
in Numeracy to investigate the best way forward in relation to best pedagogical practice. Structures to be put in place to
identify students who need intervention within and students not showing growth will be identified and referred to LaST
and Covid teacher.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Literacy/Numeracy

Use current research to develop and implement high quality professional learning and practice in the
teaching and learning of literacy and numeracy.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: How effectively did staff improve whole school practice to improve
in Literacy and Numeracy through Professional Development?

PLAN 2 to record student
progressions
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Data: Teacher Survey, Teaching Programs, Student Assessments/Work
Samples

* In Absence of NAPLAN in 2020, we participated in the optional check in
assessments, which provided valuable learning data for us to assist children
in continual progress.

Analysis: Staff implemented the Spiral of inquiry in K-2 classroom and
assessment processes put in place to record reading levels every 5 weeks.
The Instructional leader observed, and modeled lessons and provided quality
feedback to teachers. Professional conversations around data, collaboration
and feedback provided guidance for future planning.

Implications: Extend Instructional Leader to 2 days per week in 2021 so that
Years 3-6 can also follow the model implemented in 2020.

Process 2: Personalised Learning

Develop staff capacity to set learning goals and monitor student progress collaboratively with students
and parents.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: To what extent have teachers set and communicated learning
goals and monitored student progress?

Data: Teacher Survey, Samples of learning goals in Literacy and Numeracy,
Progress in Workbook, Assessment sample

Analysis: All teachers have begun to use Learning intentions and Success
Criteria in their classrooms. There is evidence of visual signage on class
whiteboards.

Implication: Further professional learning to enhance teacher understanding
of how to embed assessment practices, analyse data to inform teacher
programs and communicate learning intentions. Increase collaboration within
stages.

There is school-wide, collective responsibility for student learning and
success, which is shared by parents and students. Planning for learning is
informed by sound holistic information about each student's wellbeing and
learning needs in consultation with parents/carers. Personalised Learning
and Support plans and Personalised Learning Pathways for Aboriginal
students developed in consultation with parents which are implemented in
classrooms with an emphasis on cultural safety.

Plan 2

Signage

Process 3: Community Communication

Investigate and implement communicative and consultative strategies to develop a high expectations
learning community.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: How successful were the school consultative strategies to build a
culture of high expectations and how do we know?

Data: Facebook interaction - reach? Parent Survey/Feedback, levels of
engagement in Seesaw and Microsoft Teams, well being checks.

Newspaper/newsletter

Website, Seesaw
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Analysis: A very successful campaign of community consultation was
undertaken as part of the situational analysis to inform the school plan from
2021- 2024. Parents were consulted in many ways through the Tell Them
From Me Survey questions, Google forms, focus groups and on the spot
questions. Information gathered was analysed effectively and comments from
parents indicate high expectations for success.

Teachers were consistently using check-in and check-out in their classrooms
and at meetings.

Implication: Continue to consult students, staff, parents and carers
throughout the school planning cycle to determine success. Continue to use
the strategies from Stronger Smarter and ensure all staff have been trained
over the next 4 years.

Implement whole school evidence based change using high expectations and
continuous improvement across the learning community to foster a strong
sense of wellbeing and allow our students to thrive, connect, succeed and
learn.
 • Develop high expectations relationships across the whole school
community where everyone feels known, valued and cared for.
 • Embed practices of strong communication and practices that cater to all
equity groups across the community.
 • Establish positive behaviour practices through modelling, high expectations
and continued practice.
 • Celebrate and showcase student achievements through practices and
programs to ensure a strong sense of belonging.
 • Develop cultural safety in meeting the learning needs of Aboriginal students
in line with the Premiers Priority.

Daisy, Harry and Dylan were co-enrolled with Aurora College.
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Strategic Direction 2

Effective Classroom Practice

Purpose

Develop a culture of professional learning and the use of evidence based practices and data to inform teaching and
learning, optimising progress and achievement for all students.

Improvement Measures

Increase staff  capacity to analyse data to inform practice.

Increase staff capacity to embed and employ evidence based practices in teaching and learning.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Data Skills and Use:

Develop staff capacity to understand, analyse and use data to inform their practice and reflect on their
own effectiveness.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: What evidence is there that shows teachers use assessment data
to identify achievement and program and to evaluate teaching effectiveness
and future directions?

Data: SCOUT Data, PAT, Analysis of NAPLAN, Writing samples to show
growth, Additive strategies,

Analysis:  Teachers have consistently implemented explicit teaching
strategies to improve student learning outcomes in Literacy and Numeracy.
Improvements have been identified in PAT results. Teachers have monitored
student progress against the Literacy Progressions and used this data to plan
engaging learning experiences which has resulted in improvement in
comprehension.

Implication: Teachers to continue to embed the PAT testing into their
teaching and learning programs.PM kits will be utilised efficiently to
determine student benchmarks in reading. Teachers will use moderation of
writing toe ensure consistency of judgement.
 • Target high impact professional learning to enable teachers to effectively
evaluate both internal and external data sources to inform quality teaching
and learning ensuring learning goals are specific, challenging and success
orientated.
 • Ensure the individual learning needs of Aboriginal students are met through
an integrated approach to quality teaching, curriculum and assessment.

Process 2: Evidence Based Practice:

Develop a whole school approach to ensure the most effective evidence based teaching practices are
embedded to optimise student learning.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: To what extent are teachers committed to identifying,
understanding and implementing the most effective explicit teaching
methods, including current evidence based practices?

Data: PDP'S, stage and staff meetings, observations, programs, Teacher
survey, People Matter survey, consistency of programs, using learning
intentions/success criteria, Teacher observations

PAT Tests subscription
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Analysis: Staff have developed their capabilities to embed explicit teaching
methods in their teaching and learning programs. Increased confidence is a
result of targeted professional learning and staff expertise. During the STEM
share kits have been borrowed to supplement digital resources in the school..
Progress towards achieving improvement measures period of learning from
home due to COVID-19, teachers participated in professional learning using
Microsoft Teams Learning from home was delivered via Microsoft teams.
Working with the instructional leaders led to greater collaboration and
planning in Stage 1.

Implication: Continue implementing the most effective explicit teaching
methods, including current evidence based practice.
 • Build on collaborative whole school evidence based and effective practices
to develop teacher capability in the explicit implementation of the teaching
and assessment cycle though developing communities of practice within and
across schools.
 • Embed detailed planning and programming focusing on  learning
intentions, success criteria and quality student and staff feedback to support
explicit teaching.

Process 3: Professional Learning:

Develop an explicit culture of professional learning with systems that facilitate ongoing planning,
implementation, evaluation, reflection redirection and timely feedback.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: To what extent are teachers collaborating and providing feedback
on quality teacher practice

Data: PDP's, PL sharing-meeting minutes, PL schedule for all staff, teacher
reflections

Analysis: All teachers attained their professional learning goals in
accordance with the PDP timeline. Lesson observations, professional
learning and regular team meetings were instrumental in teachers achieving
their personal goals. Teachers were encouraged to participate in online
professional learning to gain accredited hours, and to record these on the
NESA website for their maintenance period.

Implication: The PDP timeline will continue to be followed in 2021 to identify
whole school, stage and personal goals to ensure they are being achieved.
 • Whole school practices of collaboration, mentoring and feedback.
 • Embed a culture of reflective practice, professional dialogue and shared
responsibility.
 • Access targeted and planned professional learning to improve practice and
drive continual improvement.

Professional Leaning Money
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Strategic Direction 3

Wellbeing for all

Purpose

Develop evidence-based whole school well being and engagement practices to support learning. 

Improvement Measures

Increased proportion of students, reporting a sense of belonging, expectations of success and advocacy at school.

Increased proportion of staff reporting that the school is a positive and productive workplace.

Increased community satisfaction and engagement with the school

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Student Wellbeing:

Develop, implement and evaluate a strategic and planned whole school approach to student well being.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Q How effective are the whole school practices in place that support the
wellbeing of all students so they can connect, succeed, thrive and learn.

D:PBL data, LAST , SENTRAL, systems, attendance

A:  Our data collection and analyses from across all sectors of our school
community highlight areas of strength and areas for improvement within our
culture of Wellbeing for learning and how we use collaboration across our
school community. In order to move forward our aim is to strengthen the
culture of continuous improvement and work together with all stakeholders to
achieve a common sense of Wellbeing and Achievement for all.

Data from NCCD highlights that the adjustments currently being made within
classes, that the percentage of adjustments for social and emotional
wellbeing sit higher than adjustments for academic learning. In addition to
this, school results from TTFM survey show that whilst our sense of
Belonging sits higher than the state, our percentage is 12 % lower than our
targets. Digging more deeply it was also noted that our boys were showing a
steady decline in this area. Our next step is to implement evidence-based
change through a planned and strategic approach resulting in measurable
improvements in wellbeing and engagement to support learning.

'A whole-school approach is important in addressing the interconnected and
interdependent nature of wellbeing.' CESE What Works Best Update 2020

Additional support included:

* additional SLSO time

* resources (lego etc)

* Programs - Friends for Life program

* in-school visits from the Assistant Principal Learning and Support for
classroom observation, behaviour planning and sharing of strategies with
both Stage 2 teachers

* students and both Stage 2 teachers supported by the RFW telecare
counsellor
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

* meetings with the Assistant Principal (Primary) to discuss actions and
strategies

*Parent Meetings conducted

Implication:  Continue to implement strategies that enhance student positive
well being
 • Circus
 • Formal Observations- Peer observations - Feedback
 • QTSS - Timetabling
 • Stage 2/3 Well being program (GOTCHA)
 • Teacher best practice- attend meetings, check records and be informed
about needs of students.
 • Counselor  - Trained in 2020
Continue with programs that are evidence based such as:
 • PBL
 • Breakfast club
 • Stronger Smarter pedagogy - Check ins with Students and Staff
 • GOTIT (K-2)

Process 2: Staff Wellbeing: 

Strengthen culture and practice by establishing systems and procedures for evaluation and reflection
throughout the year  that value high expectations relationships to ensure staff reflect, respect and reset.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: What evidence is there to show respectful and relationships are
evident and widespread among staff and promote staff well being to ensure
optimum conditions for staff to respect, reflect and reset.

Data: staff attendance, survey, check in's, birthday rosters, morning tea,
Stronger smarter, norms or protocols for meetings, roles and responsibilities,
shared vision, expectations and conflict management processes.

Analysis: Staff attendance is high with little absences due to sickness. Staff
regularly attend recess and lunch and conduct collegial conversations during
break times.

14 out of 19 (74%) teachers completed the 2020 People Matters Survey.
GPS scored above the cluster and the sector in most areas.

Areas receiving a high percentage included:
 • Inclusion and diversity -
 •  Staff have a voice and feel are they listened to,  encouraged and valued to
give input.
 • Customer service  in striving to achieve customer satisfaction.
 • Risk and Innovation - Staff are encouraged to take risks and Staff
arecomfortable to notify risk.
 • Employee engagement - Respect individual difference.
 • Autonomy and voice
 • Confident to support our customers in a major event (91) (COVID)
 • Manger communicated the importance of customers in our work
 • Changes within my organization will improve outcomes for the community.
Implications:
 • Acknowledge teachers contribution regularly.
 • provide time for teacher planning
 • communicate  organizational objectives to staff
 • Teacher performance assessed against a specific criteria.
 • Refine Performance and Development procedures
 • Continue to celebrate achievements
 • Acknowledge staff on special days.

Process 3: Connected for Wellbeing: 
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 3:
Strengthen partnerships with parents, community and agencies to support students well being and
learning

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: How effectively does the school engage in strong collaborations
between parents, students and the community to inform and support the
continuity of learning and wellbeing for all?

Data: transition, survey, community involvement in the classroom, TTFM
survey, MPS visits.

Analysis: Strong partnerships are continually being forged with our
community, parent engagement and involvement has increased over the last
few years. (TTTFM/Parent Satisfaction and Engagement Survey) COVID did
impact us as expected, however alternate avenues and paths proved
successful in keeping lines of communication open. However, we are still
sitting below the Government norm. In order to continue to build a culture of
collaboration where we are working towards the Wellbeing of all of our
stakeholders we must continue to forge stronger relationships, be open to
sharing and have parents feel we are inclusive of them.

Implication: Grenfell Public School will continue to engage with parents
increasing collaboration and improve well being for all. There is evidence of
Student, Staff, and Parent voice through a number of different surveys
conducted throughout the cycle.

GPS will ensure :
 •  improved planning and structures are required to enhance the overall
impact of our collaborative practices.
 • Communication with parents though the use of SEESAW, ZOOM and
Facebook was effective
 • PBL - increase PBL in common practice
 • Harmony day -  all classes participate in Library lessons
 • Encourage participation Tell Them from Me surveys - Students, Staff and
Parents
 • Invite parents to attend special days and events.

PBL training for 2 teachers
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $13494

3 staff trained in Stronger
Smarter pedagogy

NAIDOC Day resources

Funding Sources:
 • Aboriginal background
loading ($13 494.00)

Question: Have Aboriginal perspectives been
included in all curriculum areas? Does this
area require further attention in 2021? Was
the Stronger Smarter training successfully
completed by the staff? DID NAIDOC
activities occur? Did students participate in
NAIDOC public speaking? Have the
Personalised Learning Pathways (PLPs) met
the needs of Aboriginal students? Do
adjustments need to be made for 2021?

Data: 100% of Aboriginal students' (PLPs)
were prepared and reviewed.  Staff
attendance at Stronger Smarter training, Staff
meeting minutes, NAIDOC day attendance

Analysis:  Aboriginal students' (PLPs) were
prepared and reviewed in consultation with
the LST, class teacher and parents. Staff
attended Stronger Smarter training but
because of Covid some training completed
via zoom.The school is beginning to embed
Stronger Smarter leadership principles across
K-6. Classes and staff  are regularly using
check in and check out. A modified NAIDOC
day was completed with students engaging in
activities.  4 Students participated in NAIDOC
public speaking event.

Implications: Further focus required to
ensure the inclusion of Aboriginal
Perspectives across all learning areas in 2021
with updating the History and Geography
Scope and Sequence.. The school is
beginning to embed Stronger Smarter
leadership principles across K-6. Classes and
staff  are regularly using check in and check
out. A further 3 staff to be trained in Stronger
Smarter pedagogy in 2021. Celebrate
NAIDOC day in 2021 and participate in public
speaking.

Cultural safety will be a focus in 2021.

English language proficiency Purchase of resources

Funding Sources:
 • English language
proficiency ($966.00)

Question:  Are our resources being utilised
effectively? Are there any additional
resources needed to support the students?

 Data: Students participated in Harmony day .
Resources were purchased for the library.

Analysis: Students encouraged to use
resources. Student results were in Top of the
class in Literacy and Numeracy requiring no
interventions.

Implications: Check-In Assessment results
and PAT assessments have identified
students requiring further support and
intervention.

Low level adjustment for disability SLSO

Funding Sources:
 • Low level adjustment for

Question: What has been the impact on
student learning? Which students require
further support and intervention? Are our
resources being utilise effectively? Are there
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Low level adjustment for disability disability ($132 654.00) any additional resources needed to support
the students?

Data: MiniLit growth scores, and PAT
assessments used to identify positive and
negative growth.

Analysis: MiniLit results were positive with all
Year 1 students displaying higher than
anticipated growth in reading. Comparisons
between Term 1 and Term 3 PAT results
showed most students experiencing growth
across all areas.

Implications: Check-in assessment and PAT
assessments have identified students
requiring further support and intervention.
MacqLit to be implemented in 2021 to support
identified Year 3-6 students. MiniLit to
continue.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

Funding Sources:
 • Quality Teaching,
Successful Students
(QTSS) ($31 393.00)

Question: Has the QTSS release timetable
supported School Leaders in meeting the
needs of their teachers? Are School Leaders
using the allocated time to support teachers?

Data: The QTSS release timetable to show
equitable support for all staff.

Analysis: The QTSS time was utilised by
teachers to participate in classroom
observations. Teachers were supported and
encouraged to create engaging and
supportive classroom environments and
improve the quality of teaching in
literacy/numeracy and technology.

Implications: QTSS provided an additional
resource to enhance professional practice to
improve the quality of classroom teaching
including collaboration, mentoring and
reflective practice. In 2021, an Instruction
Leader will be continued to support quality
teaching in the classrooms in order to achieve
set targets in reading and numeracy.

Socio-economic background SLSO

Funding Sources:
 • Socio-economic
background ($67 027.00)

Question: What has been the impact on
student learning? Which students require
further support and intervention? Are our
resources being utilise effectively? Are there
any additional resources needed to support
the students?

Data: MiniLit growth scores, and PAT
assessments used to identify positive and
negative growth.

Analysis: MiniLit results were positive with all
Year 1 students displaying higher than
anticipated growth in reading. Comparisons
between Term 1 and Term 3 PAT results
showed most students experiencing growth
across all areas. Implications: Check-in
Assessment and PAT assessments have
identified students requiring further support
and intervention. MacqLit to be implemented
in 2021 to support identified Year 3-6
students. MiniLit to continue
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Socio-economic background SLSO

Funding Sources:
 • Socio-economic
background ($67 027.00)

Implications: Continue to employ SLSO's
additional to integration funding.

Support for beginning teachers Beginner Teacher funding for a new
classroom teacher will occur in 2021.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2017 2018 2019 2020

Boys 105 90 89 81

Girls 89 70 72 71

Enrolment - Current enrollment is at 153 which has declined over time since 2013 (212). The drought and COVID 19
significantly affected available employment in the Grenfell area.

Grenfell has an ageing and declining population.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020

K 95.5 94.3 94 94.9

1 96.5 93.4 95.9 95.1

2 93.5 95.4 92.9 95.6

3 93.3 94.9 92.8 93.3

4 93.9 93.4 91.5 94.2

5 94.4 93.1 93.3 95.5

6 92.8 90.5 90.6 95.5

All Years 94.2 93.3 92.8 94.8

State DoE

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020

K 94.4 93.8 93.1 92.4

1 93.8 93.4 92.7 91.7

2 94 93.5 93 92

3 94.1 93.6 93 92.1

4 93.9 93.4 92.9 92

5 93.8 93.2 92.8 92

6 93.3 92.5 92.1 91.8

All Years 93.9 93.4 92.8 92

NSW student attendance data in 2020 is not comparable to previous years due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The NSW Government encouraged students to learn from home, where possible, for a seven week period from 24 March
to 22 May. During this period, schools monitored engagement with learning to determine whether students were marked
present. This changed the attendance measure. There was also some evidence of varied marking practices as schools
adjusted to the learning from home period, with some schools recording higher attendance rates while others recording
markedly lower rates.

There has been a gradual increase in attendance rates since 2018 from 78.5% to 92% 2020. Term 1 weeks 1/2 2021 =
96.2%
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Covid has resulted in lower attendance in Kinder in Term 3 as children displaying symptoms have been sent home until a
Covid test was reported to the school.

Management of non-attendance

Attendance at school has a big impact on longer term outcomes for children and young people. When a child is not at
school they miss important opportunities to learn, build friendships and develop their skills through play. Regular
attendance at school is a shared responsibility between schools and parents. By working together we can have a positive
effect on supporting our children and young people to regularly attend school.

Our teachers promote and monitor regular attendance at school and all our schools have effective measures in place to
record attendance and follow up student absences promptly. They are guided by the School Attendance policy which
details the management of non-attendance.
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Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 2

Classroom Teacher(s) 5.88

Literacy and Numeracy Intervention 0.21

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.9

Teacher Librarian 0.4

School Administration and Support Staff 2.55

*Full Time Equivalent

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workforce composition

The Department actively supports the recruitment and retention of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander employees
through the use of identified positions, and scholarship opportunities to become a teacher and by providing a culturally
safe workplace. As of 2020, 3.7% of the Department's overall workforce identify as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait
Islander People.

Workforce ATSI

Staff type Benchmark1 2020 Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander representation2

School Support 3.30% 6.30%

Teachers 3.30% 2.80%

Note 1 - The NSW Public Sector Aboriginal Employment Strategy 2014-17 introduced an aspirational target of 1.8% by 2021 for each of the sector's
salary bands. If the aspirational target of 1.8% is achieved in salary bands not currently at or above 1.8%, the cumulative representation of Aboriginal
employees in the sector is expected to reach 3.3%.

Note 2 - Representation of diversity groups are calculated as the estimated number of staff in each group divided by the total number of staff. These
statistics have been weighted to estimate the representation of diversity groups in the workforce, where diversity survey response rates were less than
100 per cent. The total number of staff is based on a headcount of permanent and temporary employees.

Teacher qualifications

All casual, temporary and permanent teachers in NSW public schools must hold a NSW Department of Education
approval to teach. Teachers with approval to teach must be accredited with the NSW Education Standards Authority, and
hold a recognised teaching degree. All NSW teachers must hold a valid NSW Working With Children Check clearance.

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Professional learning is core to enabling staff to improve their practice. Professional learning includes five student-free
School Development Days and induction programs for staff new to our school and/or system. These days are used to
improve the capacity of teaching and non-teaching staff in line with school and Departmental priorities.

In 2020, an additional School Development Day was included at the start of Term 2 to assist school leaders, teachers
and support staff to focus on the wellbeing of students and continuity of education, such as online and remote learning.
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Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary includes reporting from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020. The
Principal is responsible for the financial management of the school and ensuring all school funds are managed in line
with Department policy requirements.

2020 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 413,969

Revenue 2,028,290

Appropriation 1,985,795

Grants and contributions 41,252

Investment income 1,243

Expenses -2,105,205

Employee related -1,875,019

Operating expenses -230,186

Surplus / deficit for the year -76,915

Closing Balance 337,054

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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Financial summary - Equity loadings

The equity loading data is the main component of the 'Appropriation' line item of the financial summary above.

2020 Approved SBA ($)

Targeted Total 134,638

Equity Total 214,141

Equity - Aboriginal 13,494

Equity - Socio-economic 67,027

Equity - Language 966

Equity - Disability 132,654

Base Total 1,536,015

Base - Per Capita 38,721

Base - Location 72,751

Base - Other 1,424,543

Other Total 89,890

Grand Total 1,974,684

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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School performance - NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and numeracy assessments are
reported on a scale from Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing levels of skills and
understandings demonstrated in these assessments.

The My School website provides detailed information and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go to
myschool.edu.au to access the school data.

2020 NAPLAN

As agreed by the Education Council, the National Assessment Program (or NAPLAN) did not proceed in 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. This was to assist school leaders, teachers and support staff to focus on the wellbeing of students
and continuity of education, such as online and remote learning.

The Education Council also agreed to defer the full transition to NAPLAN Online from 2021 to 2022 and the continuation
of current NAPLAN governance arrangements through 2021.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher satisfaction

In 2020, the school used the Tell Them From Me Surveys to gain insight into the views and opinions of as many parents,
students and teachers as possible. The results provided valuable information to assess both the levels of satisfaction
with the current programs and operation of the school, and future directions for the 2021-2024 School Plan.

Student Survey:

Students from Year 4 to 6 completed both snapshots of the Tell Them From Me survey in May then October 2020. In
the area of Social-emotional Outcomes, 'Positive Behaviour at School' there was a 4% rise and a 11% increase in 'Effort'
from May to October.

There was a big increase in participating in extra curricular activities. Positive behaviours for homework is low, only 31%
of students engaging positively compared with 63% of the government norm. However 93% of students value schooling
outcomes. 53% of students indicated they were interested and motivated compared to 78% of the government norm.
however the school has had an increase in effort this year from 82% in May to 93% in October. The percentage of
students are socially engaged and positive sense of belonging has increased slightly for 71%-76% over the year. The
percent of students who indicated early signs of disengagement of year 4 students has decreased from 29% to 7%.

The most influential factor driving student engagement at the school level is positive student teacher relations and high
expectations for success.

In the school plan evaluation survey for students, a sample of 24 students from Year 2 to 6 were asked a range of
questions regarding their experiences and feelings about school.

When asked the question 'how much do you like coming to school?' the average score out of 10 was 7.13 with scores
ranging from 1 - 10. Responses students gave for how this score could improve included 'More special events', 'Longer
breaks for me and to make the classroom quieter', 'more tests and assessments, more fun day like sports, more
challenging work', 'Doing English is boring so that what takes away a point' and 'More hands-on activities - like in spelling
you could get in a group, cut out a find-a-word and put it together, clay etc'.

When asked the question 'how much do you like learning?' the average score our of 10 was 7.58 with scores ranging
from 1 - 10. A high portion of students (25%) mentioned 'more practical activities' when expressing how this score could
be improved. Other responses included "Make learning more fun, Less spelling, Learn in groups not by yourself do more
surveys, Probably more challenging work, some extra activities on the computer, I learn by figuring things out for myself -
I look at something and find out how it works, I only wanted half a star. An empty, quiet room that would be nice, giving
clearer examples of what we need to do - what will the work look like at the end?, If the teacher could explain the work a
bit more, Explain it a bit better, more help in Maths and English, More Science experiments, getting outdoors and getting
active, The teacher moves more rather than sitting down - so I'm not getting bored. I'd like to be moving around more too,
Doing more stuff I don't know (more challenging work), putting us into groups - some people have higher knowledge than
others - have a group of the top kids, middle and the lower kids, Get rid of all the boring stuff"

Students were asked what they liked to do in class and the playground. 42% said that seeing their friends was an
important part of being at school. Other responses included: * Daily 5, * maths and science, * I like soccer, cricket and
handball, PE and sport, Independent learning when the teacher sets a task and we do it in our own time. In the
playground looking for things like cicada shells, Go on the computer in class. Collecting rocks, sport, cooking with Mrs
Forde, Having teamwork, Maths and drawing, cooking, STEM, Class - I enjoy getting to know my classmates and
accepting new challenging and learning new things I don't know. At recess and lunch I like to

talk with my friends and play sports, Free time and Art. Play on the slide

The students were asked what worries them at school. 25% of students stated that nothing worried them at school. Other
responses were "Losing friends, People who pick on you, Being away from the farm, Lock downs worry me, snakes
attacking my family, getting up and speaking in front of everyone - I can do it, I just get really nervous, That one day I will
come dressed different to everyone else and they will all laugh at me, if I'm playing and I trip over and break or fracture
something, getting in trouble - being loud, not obeying the rules, Times tables, Sometimes friends not understanding me,
Having no friends, Like if anything comes like someone mean that comes into the school but at least we have lock
downs, Kids that aren't being nice"

When asked about learning goals, 17% of students did not know what their learning goals were. 8% of students said they
did know what their learning goals were but could not elaborate on their response. 33% of students answered 'yes' but
did not appear to have a clear understanding of what learning goals were. Of the remaining responses, 30% of students
only gave learning goals for one area (either English - writing, punctuation etc or Maths).

Some suggestions for how the school could improve in helping kids were having more practical lessons, Put wallpaper
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that is calming on walls, bigger classrooms for more space, more free talk with the teacher so kids can feel comfortable,
Learning in your own way, People to go with people who are alone in the playground or having a hard time, If they had a
peer from someone in their class to help them do writing etc, The school does lots of working but not enough fun. Do
some work, but make it fun!,

Parent Survey: All parents were encouraged to complete the Tell Them From Me Partners in Learning Survey. The
survey covers several aspects of parents' perceptions of their children's experiences at home and school .Partners in
learning parent survey indicated that GPS is slightly below the government norm. 64% of parents have spoken to their
children's teacher more than three times with the remaining having spoken two to three times. 100% have attended
parent teacher meetings in 2020. The school is above the government norm in Parents supporting the learning at home.
Talking to your children about their feelings towards other children at school scored 8.9. Distribution of time that children
spend time on average for the week is 20 minutes a day. School supports positive behaviour was aligned with the
Government norm. teachers expect my child to pay attention in class was the highest area. The lowest scoring areas
were inclusive school at 6.4 and teachers help students that need extra support 5.9

Aboriginal Focus Group Survey

90% of parents surveyed agreed that teachers use teaching strategies to improve outcomes for Aboriginal students. 67%
agreed that teachers ensure every aboriginal student has a PLP that is developed in partnership with students, their
parents or carers and teachers. 65% of parents believed Aboriginality, identity and the diversity of Aboriginal cultures are
valued, respected and promoted to ensure Aboriginal students are attending, engaged and achieving. 60% believe that
the school celebrates and acknowledges Aboriginal cultural events and significant dates to build the knowledge and
understanding to build understanding and knowledge and understanding of all students about Aboriginal histories and
cultures. 70% of parents agreed Aboriginal students achievements are communicated to Parents and carers, their
extended families and the wider community. 80% of parents agreed Teachers know their Aboriginal students and
understand the importance of their identity and extended family connections. 80.25% of parents believe the school
exhibits high expectations for each Aboriginal student.

Improvement Areas: identified by parents
 • Teach more Aboriginal Language - learn Wiradjuri
 • Connect with Wiradjuri elders and community
 • Teach more Aboriginal education- factual and history
 • Larger emphasis on no Aboriginal student involvement in NAIDOC celebrations
 • Listen to parent concerns

Teacher Survey:

14 out of 19 (74%) teachers completed the 2020 People Matters Survey. GPS scored above the cluster and the sector in
most areas.

Areas receiving a high percentage included:
 • Inclusion and diversity -
 • Staff have a voice and feel are they listened to, encouraged and valued to give input.
 • Customer service in striving to achieve customer satisfaction
 • Risk and Innovation - Staff are encouraged to take risks and Staff comfortable to notify risk.
 • Employee engagement - Respect individual difference.
 • Autonomy and voice
 • Confident to support our customers in a major event (COVID)
 • Manger communicated the importance of customers in our work
 • Changes within my organization will improve outcomes for the community.
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal Education Policy

The responsibility for enacting the Aboriginal Education Policy rests with all Departmental staff. The policy should
underpin and inform planning, teaching practice and approaches to educational leadership in all educational settings.

Evidence of effective implementation of the policy included:
 • Establishing, building and strengthening relationships with the Local Aboriginal Education Consultative Group,

Aboriginal people and communities.
 • Providing, in partnership with Aboriginal people and communities, education which promotes quality teaching, is

engaging, and is culturally appropriate and relevant.
 • Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students will match or better the outcomes of the broader student population.
 • Implementation of Personalised Learning Pathways for all Aboriginal students in a school culture of high

expectations.

Anti-Racism Policy

All teachers are responsible for supporting students to develop an understanding of racism and discrimination and the
impact these may have on individuals and the broader community. Principals are responsible for examining school
practices and procedures to ensure they are consistent with the policy. All schools have an Anti-Racism Contact Officer
who is trained to respond to concerns in relation to racism.

Multicultural Education Policy

Teachers address the specific learning and wellbeing needs of students from culturally diverse backgrounds through
their teaching and learning programs. Principals are responsible for ensuring that school policies, programs and
practices respond to the cultural, linguistic and religious diversity of the school community, and provide opportunities that
enable all students to achieve equitable education and social outcomes.
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